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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1: We are here to present the proposed 2023-2025 budget for the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department. The agency provides a world-class state parks, manages the entire ocean shore from border to border, awards tens of millions in grants to local communities, and delivers heritage services to Oregon communities through the State Historic Preservation Office and a wide range of grant and consulting services.The agency is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the governor, and confirmed by the senate. The commission hires the department director, and I have filled this role since 2014, though I have been with the department since 2007.This presentation will hit the highlights in our budget, but rather than go into details on every line item, we’re going to focus on a few key areas and policy option packages to leave as much time for discussion as possible.



Intro: purpose, budget, trends

State Parks: system and development

Heritage/community: expert help and grants

Central Services: keeping agency running

Future: leading our way through challenges
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2: We’ll take you through our purpose, and display the top-level and program budgets and the packages that are most critical to the mission.Our most visible responsibility is the state park system, and we’ll share information about its performance and challenges here in its first year after the 2022 centennial. The system is one of the most popular in the country, and that success comes with a responsibility to keep it in good shape and ready to serve in the future. Your support as legislators has always been appreciated, and clearly demonstrated when you approved $50 million in general obligation bonds for some major work over the next few years, which we’ll explain in this presentation. We also have an active role outside the park system through our grant programs, heritage-related services, and the Office of Outdoor Recreation, a strategic, policy-driven arm of OPRD created by the Legislature in 2017. These broad-based, outward-looking services benefit every community in Oregon and we’ll share information about changes coming to those programs, especially in two areas: a change to the proportion of agency Lottery funding allocated to local government grants, and the need for a special project to make it easier for people to find, update, and use information about Oregon cultural resources.Supporting all our frontline park and community support staff is a dedicated team of central office professionals. One part of that team deals with our information technology services, and we have requests in this budget to equip them to do their work and modernize the public digital services we use to fulfill our mission. Finally, we’ll share a few thoughts about what we see on the horizon.



OUTDOOR RECREATION HERITAGE
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3: OPRD is Oregon’s heritage and outdoor recreation leader. Through world-famous state parks and by supporting local community heritage and statewide outdoor recreation, we deliver great experiences in special places and help Oregonians develop a deeper connection to their state. Outdoor recreation is more than fun, more than an economic driver, and more than a healthy way to spend your free time: it’s integral to the Oregon identity. We connect Oregonians to this place and its history by investing in Oregon’s parks and heritage services in a way that produces sustainable success. 



Sarah Helmick
State Recreation Site
Donated 1922
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4: Most people know us as the agency that manages the state park system. It began in the 1920s as part of the highway system, and it remained that way until 1989 when OPRD was established as its own agency. The connection to highways means state parks are often among the easiest natural places to visit, and that cemented our role as wonderful combination of stunning landscapes, intriguing history, and accessibility. For many people, their first outdoor recreation experience outside their own communities was in a state park like Silver Falls or Oswald West or Smith Rock. Some go on to a lifetime of outdoor adventures, exploring other equally valuable federal and local recreation options. When they see the state park shield along a roadway, though, they immediately feel connected. There are people and communities who feel less connected, though, either because of broader social pressures that marginalize them, or subtle, unconscious ways outdoor recreation can seem forbidding to people who weren’t part of the dominant culture that established these services over the last 100 years. We’ll talk more about that at the end of our presentation.



Busch Building
Oregon City
Heritage grant recipient
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Presentation Notes
5: Many people are surprised to discover the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department is also deeply involved in Oregon heritage. After establishing the State Historic Preservation Office in 1967 as a gateway for the state to participate in federal programs, Oregon has continued to provide grants and expertise to support local community involvement.Oregon voters approved dedicating Oregon Lottery to improve state parks and heritage by overwhelming majorities in 1998 and 2010.  The funding establishes a strong local community grants program. The department combines Lottery with other sources of funding to deliver tens of millions of dollars in grants every biennium. Besides passing through federal grants to communities for recreation and heritage, the Main Street grant program provides funding to revitalize historic downtowns through sale of Lottery-backed bonds. 



Mission
Provide and protect outstanding natural and 
historic sites for people to enjoy now and in 
coming generations.
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6: Through all the changes in hundred-plus years since the state park system began in 1922, our essential mission hasn’t changed: protect Oregon’s special places, deliver great experiences to people, and take the long view to sustain these benefits for generations. We deliver these services by equipping staff to deliver on this mission. It applies both to the state park system people see every day, and the heritage services we provide statewide.These efforts are succeeding, but we don’t yet know whether we can survive this success and find the funding and social support to sustain them. Before we talk about the individual programs, let’s take a look at our performance measures first.
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Performance measures
1: Visitors per acre. Target: 450. Actual: 479.

2: Heritage program benefits. Target: 2,130. Actual: 2,099.

3: % of communities benefiting from grants. Target: 57.1%. Actual: 56%.

4: Property acquisition index. Target: 83%. Actual: 76%.

5: Maintenance backlog reduction. Target: 85%. Actual: 0%.

6: Customer satisfaction. Target: 90-95%. Actual: No data.

7: Commission practices. Target: 100%. Actual: 100%.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
7: The department operates under seven performance measures. Four are currently in the green, one (property acquisition) is graded yellow as a caution, and two are in the red. Note the report in Appendix 3 misreports the color coding for the different measures, reporting one more yellow and one fewer green than actually exists.We have struggled with many of these measures, but haven’t found adequate replacements to recommend to you. “Visitors per acre” doesn’t explain quality of experience or the condition of the park, but simply emphasizes volume. A high number can mean we’re maximizing service, or it can mean parks are generally crowded and degrading. A low number can mean a park is inefficient, or it can mean we have adequate space to provide a quality experience. As a result, this number does not influence management decisions.“Heritage program benefits” counts the number of sites protected and is roughly OK. “Percentage of communities benefitting from grants” means what it says, and is also fine as long as funding levels are adequate and communities feel equipped to apply, which is why we do workshops top help explain the process.“Property acquisition index” refers to how close we are to achieving 35 acres of state park land per thousand residents. Nearly every aspect of this goal is outside the control of OPRD, since it is determined by the rate of population growth, market costs for real estate, and availability of willing sellers. As a result, the result of this measure doesn’t tend to influence management. It would probably be easy to meet it on paper by purchasing large acres of remote, cheap land, but this approach wouldn’t actually improve recreational access or provide quality experiences. It is worth noting the state park system is quite small compared with the millions of acres managed by other jurisdictions and open for recreation. Our impact on just 113,000 acres shows that size is just one factor determining success, but that design and location are equally – or more – important.“Maintenance backlog reduction” is an artifact of the original approval of lottery funding in 1998. The goal with that funding was to eliminate a snapshot of maintenance projects frozen in 2001. A better measure would establish an acceptable level of maintenance needed at any one time as a percentage of the total value of the system, since it will never be zero. An internal benchmark could address the need to keep too many projects from going undone for too long.Measure 6, related to customer satisfaction, is red due to lack of a readily affordable source of this data. Up to the point where we collected the information through an automated phone survey in 2016, the agency consistently exceeded the targets and the information was not especially useful for management purposes. It is a measure required for all executive agencies, however. The search for an affordable, automated way to gather meaningful data continues, and the current plan is to build better data-gathering tools into the new state park reservation system contract. We’ve dragged our heels on this one because it wasn’t especially useful for making management decisions.The “Commission best practices” measure is likewise mandated for all such bodies in the Executive branch.
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8: Let’s move on to the budget. Four fund sources support our public services.The single largest amount comes from Other Fund, which is made of park visitor revenue, a share of the RV registration fund, and ATV gas tax refunds.No less important is the Lottery Fund, which was dedicated by Oregon voters in 1998 and 2010. It dedicates 15% of Lottery net proceeds to the Parks and Natural Resource Fund, which is divided equally between the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board and OPRD.A small amount of Federal Funds goes mostly to grants and heritage programs. The sliver of General Fund is allocated specifically for service on General Obligation bonds authorized by the legislature in 2021 for a set of major state park repairs and improvements. No General Fund ahs been used to operate the state park system since 1999.The vast bulk of revenues are driven by choices made by Oregonians and travelers. They can be volatile due to the economy and weather and, as we saw in 2020, health emergencies and wildfires. In the longer term, they are affected by rising and falling populations and – most critically – our ability to provide a rewarding park experience.
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First priority: eliminate inflation.

Second: reduce requests for outside grants.

Third: reduce acquisitions.

Fourth and fifth: across-the-board reductions in services and 
supplies.

Sixth: reduce spending on state park maintenance and repairs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
9: In the event of a revenue shortfall, our reduction plan starts by eliminating standard inflation. This reduction has the effect of marginally reducing service to people and communities, since the higher costs still exist, meaning the actual reduction happens by purchasing less of the needed services and supplies.If those reductions aren’t enough, we would reduce requests for outside grants, which would mean forgoing opportunities to leverage existing funds.New state park acquisitions would be the next to take a hit, reducing spending in the short term at the expense of providing for future needs.Next to last would be across-the-board reductions in services and supplies, staggered in two groups that would eventually reach all agency programs.Finally, we would reduce spending on state park maintenance and repairs. This is a last resort since it does not truly reduce spending in the long run: it defers (and increases) spending into the next budget, or forces closure of a facility.Let’s look at the expenditure side.
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10: We spend 40% of the budget to fund state park services to Oregonians, and 30% on grants to community governments and nongovernment organizations so they can serve their local needs. Most of the rest of the budget is invested in park development – meaning repairs and a small amount of growth – and centralized agency and customer support.This is a change from past budgets, where a higher percentage was spent on direct services and lower numbers on both grants and park development.  This change is driven by a constitutionally-mandated change in grant spending, and the bond-funded work on park repairs and improvements. We will discuss both in more detail when we get to those parts of the presentation.
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11: The agency is divided into five operational groups, with a director’s office providing leadership and housing the Office of Outdoor Recreation. The Operations side manages the care and feeding of the state park system. Field Services supports the system by managing park development and repairs, coordinating resource stewardship, and safety programs. Heritage programs contains the State Historic Preservation Office, heritage-related grant programs and community support. Our Government Relations and Policy group is the smallest unit, handling administrative rulemaking, strategic and legislative issues, Director’s Office-level tribal relations, and policy development. Central Business Services contains the recreation grants and ATV safety program, communications, and essential back-office support for the entire agency.
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12: As we’ve seen these last few years, there are a lot of things we can’t control – the economy, health emergencies, climatic conditions – and they have a direct effect on our revenue and expenses. What we can do, though, is manage the park system in a way that earns public respect and affection. People who find their state park visit valuable become repeat customers, and share their enthusiasm with friends and family. So creating value is important. Sometimes this value produces funding, but the economic benefit of well-run parks and heritage services usually accrue to Oregon communities rather than to us as an agency. That’s why this success, as gratifying as it is, leads to a dilemma since revenue from visitors does not pay the bill of increased wear and tear on facilities.That pushes us to look for ways to improve on and protect revenue, and to control costs.Besides the direct expense of protecting properties and delivering service to a record number of state park visitors each year, our costs are mainly driven by the age of the state park system and inflation. Many facilities were designed 50 years ago to serve a fraction of the number of visitors we have today.  Of the ~1,900 structures in the state park system, more than 25 would take in excess of one million dollars to replace. Nearly one in 10 is more than 70 years old, and nearly 50 are more than 100 years old. Their age makes them especially susceptible to climate change and factors like wildfire, drought, storm damage, and more.



Survive success
Extend service life.

Accommodate record-
setting demand.

Serve all people
Invest in programs and 
services, not just things.

Reach out to people 
who feel excluded.
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Agency bills
Two related to ATV recreation: require free online 
safety classes for Class IV (side-by-sides) like it is for 
other classes.

Resolve contradiction in our commission membership 
statute created when six congressional district was 
established.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
13: As we go through the rest of this budget, you will see two key issues:First, invest in park improvements that extend the service life of the system and accommodate increasing levels of demand. We can and will survive our current tremendous level of success with your support.Second, invest in services and staff that help more people tap into the benefits of Oregon outdoor recreation and heritage. While not as obvious a target for investment as a trail or campground, improving the performance and reach of our programs helps us be better servants to all member of the Oregon community, especially those who have felt excluded from government services in the past. We’ll go into more detail now for our major programs, starting off with deputy director J.R. Collier to talk about the “Direct Services” portion of our budget.



Direct service: the state park system, ocean 
shores, scenic waterways.

Development: acquisition, improvement, 
repairs.
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14: “Direct service” in our budget mostly means the state park system and supporting functions, plus some recreation coordination projects outside the park system boundary like the ocean shores. I’ll go through that, then turn it over to our next speaker to address, “Development” which is mostly repairs and improvements, with a small amount for focused growth through new properties acquired through trades, partnerships, or purchases from willing sellers.
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Presentation Notes
15: Oregon’s state park system contains more than 250 parks and assorted other properties on 113,000 acres: we are small but mighty, supporting 50 million visits a year on average, one of the top in the nation. For comparison sake, Oregon’s only national park – Crater Lake – is about 40% larger than the entire state park system. The state park system is one significant part of the large -- and growing -- Oregon outdoor recreation economy. Unlike most park systems in the US, Oregon’s is not funded by taxes, but by lottery, a share of RV registrations, and visitor revenue. Visitor revenue must be earned by providing good service in a healthy, natural setting at a fair price. 
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16: Satisfaction with the state park experiences remains at historically high levels thanks to continued investment in existing and new facilities, and programs like interpretation. Congestion and the increasing prevalence of wildfires and the associated smoke – could drive down satisfaction and willingness to visit.
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17: Looking at our budget, note visitors to Oregon’s state parks help fund them. It’s challenging to balance the costs of current operations against the needs to invest in new services. Without voter-approved Lottery Funds, Oregon would not have the state park system it currently enjoys, but as we saw in 2020, relying on the Lottery economy carries risk.Three percent of revenue from visitors is set aside to fund ongoing maintenance. Together with the major maintenance budget in Park Development, these funds will keep the system performing, though maintenance costs are increasing faster than park visitation.Containing costs, improving service, and dealing with increased demand while operating an aging system translate to a hard truth: the current funding streams may not be stable and strong enough. A stable revenue stream that grows with costs and use is necessary to carry the state park system into its second 100 years.



Within Direct Services …
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18: Within the Direct Services budget, the lion’s share is invested in operating state parks. Even with Lottery Funds, future cost growth will be propelled by increased demand, the need to serve a full range of Oregon communities, and environmental trends, all of which require continual investment.



Age
(sewer replacement)
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Congestion
(Columbia Gorge)

Environment
(storm damage at Cape Lookout)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
19: While the list of pressures on state parks is long, there are three forces which rise above the others. Environmental factors, especially climate change, mean longer and more destructive wildfires, droughts, flooding, storms, and rising sea levels, all of which threaten valuable places, facilities, and public access. We have recently adjusted staffing to deploy more resource stewardship support positions to our field offices, and a major construction project will involve relocating an entire campground – Cape Lookout -- away from the ocean. Aging facilities are a fact of life, and many of the roads, restrooms, shelters, and campgrounds people enjoy today date back to the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. The annual cost to maintain an old facility tends to increase every year, and catastrophic failures are common. We review facilities to make sure they are truly needed before repairing or replacing them, which does mean there will be times when an existing feature is simply removed, especially if there are better ways to provide the same service.Finally, congestion is an issue. Park has increased more than 25% in 10 years to record levels, and capacity is becoming one of the limiting factors. New construction and acquisitions are the most obvious way to meet growing demand, and both will be discussed under Park Development coming up next, but our frontline staff are also constantly looking for ways to get more use out of existing properties. It is tempting, when faced with crowded parks, to ignore the need to reach out and intentionally expand service to people who have felt excluded from parks in the past due to their demographics or background. We will not be tempted.
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Essential Packages Lottery Other Fund Total
107: Increase Ranger Hours Due to 
Record Visitation 30.27 FTE $2,260,405 $2,373,500 $4,633,905 

109: Add Service and Supply Allocation to 
Match Visitation $727,154 $905,714 $1,632,868 

114: State Park Customer Service 
Projects

$121,950 $3,008,050 $3,130,000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
20: While there are several Policy Option Packages in the Direct Services part of the budget, I want to focus on three:Package 107 acknowledges a reality on the ground: much of the state park workforce is employed seasonally, with each position operating a set number of hours per year. As visit numbers have climbed to record levels and the peak travel season is lengthening, rangers are spread too thin to meet visitor and property maintenance needs within the current limits. This package does not create new positions, but allocates existing funds to increase the time available for seasonal rangers to work, mainly by adding time earlier and spring and later into fall and winter to match weather and visitor patterns. Package 109 supports 107 by allocating existing funds to buy basic operating supplies and light maintenance materials used daily by rangers.Package 114 funds visitor service improvement projects: a replacement floating restroom for boaters on the Deschutes River, electric vehicle charging stations to build off a pilot project started with donations in 2022, and projects at increasingly heavily-used, mainly boat-in parks along the Willamette River Greenway.Which leads us to the development budget, where we fund major park improvements and acquisitions. For that I will turn it over to deputy director Matt Rippee.
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Silver Falls water tank
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Presentation Notes
21: The park development program manages the never-ending job of repairing and improving the 100-year old state park system, and strategically adding opportunities for the growing number of people seeking state park experiences.



Nehalem Bay State Park
Closed for upgrades
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Presentation Notes
22: Facility repairs and acquisitions are even normally nearly completely reliant on Lottery thanks to strong support from Oregon voters who directed the funds to parks in 1999 and 2010. Starting with this biennium, the park development team is also working with general obligation bond funding authorized by the 2021 legislature. We’ve always struggled to tackle large, multi-year projects given the large number of needs spread across the 113,000 acre state park system. Taking a large chunk of limited maintenance dollars for a few large projects would cause a tumbling of smaller dominoes across the state that would be unsustainable, so the bond funding is well-timed. Even so, Lottery is a crucial both to supplement and extend the bond-funded projects, and to handle the more regular job of repairing roads, restrooms, buildings, trails, campgrounds, and water and sewer and power systems. For the past biennium, we have worked on improving the development process to do more multi-year planning and become more selective when deciding whether facilities need to be added, upgraded, downgraded, or removed based on public needs.



Within Park Development …
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23: While most of the development budget is spent on repairs and improvements, property acquisitions are important and achieved through negotiation and purchase of new park properties. 
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Kam
Wah
Chung

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
24: The intent with acquisitions is to keep pace with changes in Oregon demographics, recreational habits, and conservation priorities. Acquisition criteria consider the cost of maintaining a recreational property, or preserving an historic one.
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Project Est. Bond $
(1) Beverly Beach Electrical Rehabilitation (Newport) $1-2M
(2) Champoeg Camping Expansion (Newberg) $3-5M
(3) Fort Stevens Guardhouse (Astoria/Warrenton) $1-3M
(4) Fort Stevens Sewer/Utility Upgrade (Astoria/Warrenton) $5-7
(5) Kam Wah Chung Interpretive Center/Collections building (John Day) $3-5M
(6) Ptld Women's Forum Parking Expansion, Sewer & Restroom (Corbett) $2-4M
(7) Silver Falls Camping Expansion North Falls Complex (Silverton) $8-10M

(8) Smith Rock Visit Center/Congestion/Access (Terrebonne) $3-5M
(9) Cape Lookout Parkwide Rehab and Camping Enhancement (Tillamook) $6-8M
(10) Milo McIver Camping Expansion (Estacada) $2-4M
(11) Nehalem Parkwide Upgrade and Yurt Loop (Manzanita) $9-11M

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
25: We’ve mentioned the general obligation bond projects several times, and I want to give you a quick rundown of the project list now [note: have a more complete description at table in case someone wants details]:Park and projectEstimated bond $Beverly Electrical Rehabilitation$1-2MChampoeg Camping Expansion$3-5MFort Stevens Guardhouse$1-3MFort Stevens Sewer / Utilities Parkwide Upgrade$5-7Kam Wah Chung Interpretive Center/Collections building$3-5MPortland Women's Forum Parking Expansion, Sewer, & Restroom$2-4MSilver Falls Camping Expansion North Falls Complex$8-10MSmith Rock Visit Center/Congestion/Access$3-5MCape Lookout Parkwide Rehab and Camping Enhancement$6-8MMilo McIver Camping Expansion$2-4MNehalem Parkwide Upgrade and Yurt Loop$9-11M
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Park Development Policy Packages Lottery Other Total
108: Invest in Park Repairs and Improvements $16,250,000 $16,250,000 
116: Add New Parks for Overloaded System $2,245,233 $2,245,233 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
26: The two policy option packages in park development are especially important in light of the historic $50 million in general obligation bonds.Package 108 allocates more available Lottery funding into major park repairs and improvements to supplement and extend the reach of the bond-funded projects, and begins to address service improvements compelled by skyrocketing visit numbers to a 100-year old state park system.Historically, the acquisition budget has averaged around $4 million a biennium, or around 20% of the program budget, reflecting the fact most of our attention and money went into managing and improving existing properties. In more recent budgets, it was temporarily reduced even further to $1-2 million due to staff capacity and to assess where and how growth is best managed. The need to tackle congestion and protect historic and natural resources for the enjoyment and enrichment of all people led us to request restored funding. Package 116 increases funding for state acquisitions to a level closer to its historic average. Acquisitions, directed by our oversight commission according to administrative rules and policies, involve easements, trades, and outright purchases from willing sellers at market rates.  This concludes our presentation focused on the state park system. We will be here for questions at the end of our presentation to take questions and go deeper on any of these topics, but for now, we will move on to agency services that cover the entire state outside of the park system: Community Support and grants, and deputy director Chrissy Curran.



RECREATION HERITAGE
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Presentation Notes
27: The Community Support and Grants section of our budget includes expertise and funding for local outdoor recreation and heritage services provided by other levels of government. The Recreation and Heritage grant programs will send more than $50 million to local communities over next two years. Locals know what they need; they just need help getting there.Our grant coordinators hold workshops to explain how they can take advantage of network of funds and expertise. Statewide strategic plans, written with public involvement every few years, guide both heritage and recreation programs. Historic preservation, museums, playgrounds, campgrounds, trails, athletic fields ... all benefit from a vigorous grant program supported with funds from the Oregon Lottery, ATV fuel refunds, recreational vehicle registrations, and the federal government.



Diamond in the
Rough Grant - Stayton

Special tax
Assessment

Cottage Grove
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Presentation Notes
28: Beyond grants, our expertise includes the State Historic Preservation Office and other specialized staff who also assist locals understand how to both protect and make the best use of their historic assets. Small grant programs like “Diamonds in the Rough,” guidance documents like the Oregon Historic Preservation Plan which is about to get updated after extensive public outreach, and the special assessment tax credit program that encourages investment in historic commercial structures all help communities accomplish their local goals.Our heritage program also assists local and tribal governments, state and federal agencies, local historical societies, museums, and preservation organizations to preserve their historic sites and records, and educate the public, promote heritage tourism, and revitalize historic districts and local economies. While there are state and federal laws that protect especially-sensitive resources like archaeology sites and objects, most decision-making about how to treat historic buildings and areas is local to a city or county.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
29: Grants funded through the grants program are spread between city, county, and other qualifying recipients. They reach every county in the state, far beyond the boundaries of state-managed properties. More than $160 million dollars have flowed to recipients since 2013 alone.Even small grants make a huge difference in rural Oregon.
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30: The funding mix is diverse. On the outdoor recreation side, the program administers federal funds, like the Land and Water Conservation Fund and Recreation Trails Program, plus a wide assortment of community grants funded by the Oregon Lottery and Other Fund sources like a share of recreational vehicle license plate registrations and ATV gas tax refunds. ATV riders who buy fuel in Oregon pay state gas taxes for their vehicles. Since their vehicles are not used on state roads, the taxes are refunded to the ATV program so they can be applied to improve the recreational riding experience. On the heritage side, there is a federal allocation for certified local governments and grants funded by the Lottery and through the Cultural Trust.



Within Community Support …
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Presentation Notes
31: The grant programs and the outreach programs to local partners remain popular and effective.The grants provide critical funding for local governments and community organizations.The agency’s staff expertise is also valuable to grant recipients and local partners, given that they do not typically have heritage, grant, or recreation specialists on their staffs.As directed by the constitution, the percentage of OPRD’s dedicated lottery funding allocated local government recreation grants is increasing in this budget. Voters approved a ballot measure in 2010 that renewed dedicated lottery for the Parks and Natural Resource fund originally approved in 1998. 12% of the agency lottery allocation was dedicated to the local government grants program, except that it also directed this percentage increase to 25% when lottery grew at least 50% larger than the 2009-2011 amount. Forecasts indicate this trigger will occur this or the next biennium, and the budget you see here represents the larger, 25% share for local government recreation grants.
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Heritage Hub

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
32: On the heritage side of our community support programs, we do have an important policy option package that you’ll here more about when our Central Business Services presentation comes up next, but I wanted share here.The Heritage Hub will fuse public access to the three main roles of OPRD’s Heritage services—expert assistance, grants, and regulation—through a web-based system that makes it easier for the public to find, update, and use information about cultural resources in Oregon.[Click to reveal red diagram]Our current services and functions are hindered by an aging database and filing system that is unable to efficiently support staff and provide service to the public, who want easy-to-understand access to information about historic and cultural resources in Oregon. The division supports a wide spectrum of projects, grants and permits that report information to federal and state partners, local entities and organizations and individuals. These vital programs range from capital projects, federal funding, Main Street revitalization projects, protection of cultural and historic resources, all which manage information separately, even if they deal with the same physical place. A town’s Main Street project area might include buildings on the National Register of Historic Places that also qualify for yet other state historic preservation grants, for example, but members of the public—and even agency staff—would need to fish through different piles of information to see how all these things relate and work together.[Click to reveal green diagram]This is just conceptual until you approve the package. Building an efficient online integrated data management system to house information pertaining to all of the state’s Heritage and Historic Preservation projects will:Improve service and accessibility to the public, regulators, and administrators by increasing communication between them,Allow for all related documents, GIS docs, maps, and apps to be stored in a central, searchable place,Establish a transparent and trackable review processes for permits and grants, and Efficiently use staff time and reduce backlog. The database driving the web-enabled Hub may include: inventory of historic properties and archaeological sites; administration and progress of tax and grant programs; and permit submission and intake processes that can be more easily accessed and provide transparency. There is an urgent and immediate need to build a new database as soon as possible. Each of these programs were created at different times, mostly before the advent of modern search technology, and were shoe-horned into old database software that is not just obsolete, but about to stop working entirely. If that happens before a replacement is ready, public access will be even worse than it is now and staff effort to coordinate each program will climb dramatically. We want people to access their permit requests or public information without waiting on staff to dig it out of a file. Last year alone the regulatory program received over 3,000 projects for review. Because the processing of permits alone take up so much time, the staff could only respond to just over half of the requests. There are over 102,000 individual known archaeological resources that the division keeps track of and over 270 new archaeology permit requests per year. Each resource comes with lots of data, permits, maps and records that must be readily available. We also award more than 135 grants a year. Each of these grants need to be tracked and reviewed. If a wildfire, flood or storm sweeps over the state creating another state of emergency, recovery workers will request requesting fast information on all historic areas to protect them during incident response and rebuilding phases. We couldn’t do that easily in 2020 and emergency workers noticed, recommending we rebuild the system to provide all of this information readily online. Heritage Hub will do that, and much more. This policy option package is in the Central Services program, which houses information technology services.
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Community Support and Grants Policy Packages Lottery Other Fund Federal Total
102: Honor Past Grant Award Obligations $10,058,414 $3,144,479 $13,202,893 
103: Increase Local Government Grants to 25% of Lottery $17,343,574 $17,343,574 
104: Carryover 21-23 Mandated Higher Lottery Grants $4,447,966 $4,447,966 
105: Authorize Increased Federal Recreation Grants $7,924,772 $7,924,772 
112: Staff to Handle Higher Volume 3 positions, 2.64 FTE $520,797 $108,575 $629,372 
115: Authorize Increased State ATV Grant Funds $3,000,000 $3,000,000 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
33: The Community Support and Grants section of our budget does have its own policy option packages.Grants, some of which are issued on a reimbursement basis, are often awarded in one biennium and paid in another. Package 102 allocates funding to make sure money is available to fulfill past awards.Package 103 is mandated by the Oregon Constitution in response to growth in Lottery since the 2009-11 biennium, which says OPRD must spend 25% of its dedicated Lottery Fund allocation on the Local Government Grant Program when Lottery grows by at least 50% over the level reached in 2009-11. To capture the fact the trigger probably actually happened in the current 2021-23 biennium, Package 104 allocates extra funding to cover higher-than-expected grants awarded in in 21-23, but not paid but until 23-25.Packages 105 and 115 both increase limitation to match additional funds available from federal grant sources and the ATV fuel tax refund program. Extra funding available through nearly every agency grant program will translate to more applications for aid from qualifying government and nongovernment organizations, so Package 112 adds staff to serve these constituents.All of the services we provide to Oregon, both in this set of programs and the state park system you heard about earlier, are supported by the agency’s central staff, and I’ll turn it over to deputy director Daniel Killam to cover that arm of the department.
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Budgeting

Accounting

Payroll Contracting

HR

IT

External Relations
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
34: The Central Services program provides administrative support—budgeting, accounting, payroll, contracting, human resources, information technology—so all other agency programs can serve their constituents efficiently, accurately and effectively. It also includes External Relations, a major customer service division providing year-round information support for state park visitors and managing other kinds of communications. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
35: This program is funded with revenue from park visitors and constitutionally-dedicated Lottery Funds. The general fund is for debt service. As the agency provides more public service, and as mandated state systems like Workday roll out, central support staff need to become more efficient and increase in size to maintain the quality of their work.



Within Central Services …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
36: The specific functions provided by this budget are:AccountingBudgetPayrollContracts and ProcurementInformation ServicesGovernment relations and policy.Human Resources.And communications and external relationsYou’ll see a portion of this budget pays for debt service. These payments are for debt associated with Willamette Falls, Main Street grants, both funded by lottery-backed bonds, not related to the constitutionally-dedicated Parks and Natural Resources fund.  It also includes the only General Fund in the agency, to service general obligation bonds for park improvements authorized by the 2021 legislature.
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Central Services Policy Packages Lottery Other Fund Total
106: Replace/Upgrade 2009 Park Reservation System $2,275,000 $2,275,000 
112: Add Staff to Handle Higher Work Volume 5 positions, 4.4 FTE $526,807 $553,156 $1,079,963 
113: Invest in Secure and Reliable Computer Tech 6 positions, 5.28 FTE $761,344 $3,549,429 $4,310,773 
114: State Park Customer Service Projects $146,026 $153,330 $299,356 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
37: We have several critically important packages proposed in this budget.State park visitors access our services through a reservation system originally established in the 1990s. It handles more than 400,000 reservations a year and accounts for a majority of the revenue earned by OPRD from visitors. OPRD is ready to pursue a new contract with vendor capable of meeting Oregon’s customer and business needs. These improvements include both the underlying technology, last significantly updated in 2009, and the way people interact with it. While generally successful, the current legacy approach does not earn perfect marks when it comes to serving the full range of the Oregon community, nor does it offer us as system managers all the flexibility we need to make sure parks are promoted and used in the best ways. Package 106 allocates funding to establish a new contract. We are fully engaged with the state CIO on this project to make sure all current standards and practices are followed. Next, due to increased workload associated with enterprise-level changes in the State of Oregon human resources management and high overall agency work volume, Package 112 provides five additional human resources and financial services staff.Improving the effectiveness of the agency computer network is vital to providing public services like reservations, and makes staff functions faster and easier. To make sure “fast and easy” also means “secure.” OPRD needs to promptly invest in system upgrades, and staff to maintain them. Package 113 allocates existing funding to these strategic outcomes, and funds two significant improvements: modernization of web services state park visitors use, and a “Heritage Hub” web portal to make it easy for people to find, update, and use information on cultural resources in Oregon. The modernization will be conducted specifically to identify and remove barriers that pose a challenge to people who have felt excluded from the state park system in the past.The Heritage Hub will provide seamless access to expertise, funding, and regulatory information on cultural resources available through our heritage division as you heard Chrissy explain earlier.Finally, with state park serving record numbers of visitors for the last 10-plus years, Package 114 covers the increased cost to print day-use parking permits (required at 25 of the 259 state parks).I’m going to turn this back over to Lisa for our final section, starting with the Director’s Office and finishing with the challenges facing outdoor recreation and heritage services.



Director’s Office

Director/Commission

Office of Outdoor Recreation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
38: The Director’s Office is responsible for executive leadership, strategy, statewide recreation and heritage policy, the proper functioning of various official commissions, overall evaluation and internal auditing of the agency’s performance.For the agency as a whole and the Commission, the Director’s Office provides strategic leadership for department programs and operations. The Director represents the agency and administers several official commissions, including the Governor-appointed Oregon State Parks and Recreation Commission.The Office of Outdoor Recreation was established by a 2017 bill after support by nonprofit advocates, outdoor recreation-related businesses, and public agencies. It exists to elevate outdoor recreation for Oregon communities in every corner of the state by networking with the outdoor recreation community to promote strategies, policies, and investments among public, nonprofit, and commercial partners. The Office is been a single person operation that will work in concert with an advisory committee and key staff in other OPRD units. This work resulted in adoption of the Governor’s Task Force framework for action in 2020, which serves as a work plan on issues related to access, resource protection, equity, economic development, and other high-level outdoor recreation policy issues.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
39: The Director’s budget is more heavily weighted toward Lottery fund as this is the only source used for the Office of Outdoor Recreation.
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Survive success

Extend service life.

Accommodate record-setting 
demand.

Serve all people

Invest in programs and 
services, not just things.

Reach out to people who feel 
excluded.

• General obligation bonds 
and more regular 
maintenance spending.

• Add ranger hours.
• Restore acquisition 

budget.

• Greenlight Heritage Hub.
• Add staff needed to serve.
• Update Outdoor Rec. and 

Historic Preservation Plans.
• Invest in DEI outreach and 

ADA transition plan.
• Replace reservation 

system.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
40: As we reflect back on what you’ve just seen and heard, two clear themes emerge. First, this budget asks you to approve the tools we need to survive what has been a tremendous success story for the state park system. People value and need access to natural and historic places for recreation and their personal enrichment. Our 100 year-old state park system can handle record-level visitor numbers if we allocate more of our available funding to maintenance, especially to leverage the general obligation bonds you approved in 2021.Our frontline staff are stretched thin, but eager to work. Adding time to existing seasonal ranger positions serves parks and visitors, and keeps staff from cramming too much work into too little time.Restoring our acquisition budget to its historical average equips us to soften congestion issues when combined with strategic spending on improvement and maintenance of existing parks.Second, we clearly have far to go in setting us up to serve all people in Oregon equally well. Our heritage programs are in high demand, and together with our regulatory responsibilities to protect critical resources, a tool like the Heritage Hub finally begins to resolve the problem that it takes too much specialized skill and time to find, update, and use information we have stored in obsolete systems. Along these same lines, I challenge staff to find more efficient ways to serve, but there are limits to efficiency, and there are times the answer to handling higher workload is to add staff. It takes people to help people, so this is one of those times.Updates to the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan and Historic Preservation Plan, and executing the new ADA Transition plan, all have one thing in common: they involve careful observation and engaging with people throughout the state to understand how people expect us to serve them. It’s not easy, and it’s hard to know when you’ve done it completely, but these projects are critical to serving all people equally well.Finally, to serve people who are new to the beauty and wonder of the state park system, especially if they are new to the state or newly interested in the outdoors, we have to leave the past behind and invest in a new central reservation system designed from the ground up with current and potential visitors in mind.This budget is proposed with these needs in mind.
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Willamette River Greenway
Established 1967

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
41: We’ve been through rough waters the last few years.  Beyond the specifics of this budget, there are a couple of larger issues that deserve our attention and discussion, and may form the basis of future legislative requests.



Wrap-up
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Prioritize

Focus on core 
mission.

Find partners to 
support less-critical 
functions.

Options

Find funding options 
and organizational 
efficiencies that can 
improve outdoor 
recreation and 
tourism services.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
42: We’ve been fortunate that thanks to your ongoing support, we’ve had very few attempts recently to add extra responsibilities to the OPRD portfolio. That’s good. It allows us to take a deeper dive into what is already under our roof and decide what’s a priority and what’s not, find partners for things that aren’t, and asking for conversations about how rules and state laws apply to the way the core mission gets done.Options for funding both outdoor recreation and heritage services that are highly valued and benefit Oregonians have been debated for a hundred years. What we have right now is what social evolution has produced. It’s not necessarily the best answer, and if we want these services to stay strong for as long as people need them, we need have a more open debate.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
43: Oregon’s state park and heritage resources deliver stunningly valuable services and we’re asking for your support to do more with the funding already available.I and my staff are happy to answer your questions.
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